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Alphabet flash cards are divided into two sets: 26 uppercase alphabet cards and 26 lowercase

alphabet cards. Each card represents a letter of the alphabet. On the reverse side of the card is a

picture representing that letter of the alphabet.Ages 3 and up.
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Like the other reviews say, the cards are a little flimsy. The cards are about the size of an iPhone 6.

Big enough for the kids to see but small enough to hold in your hand. There are two cards per letter

with different pictures and words. For example, the letter A has an Apple card and an Alligator card.

The front of the cards with the pictures are glossy while the back with the wording is plain unglossed

paper. They are easily bent and the corners get dented quick. The "Parent Card" looks like the ink

on the other side bled through. However these are perfect for teaching my almost 2 year old letters

and words that go with. There are some easy words like Cat and Snake and also some more

advanced words like Xylophone and Ostrich. I have attached a photo of some of the contents.

Showing the glossy front and the unglossed back, as well as the cards that show all the letters with

corresponding pictures and words. These cards also include a free gift which is an online book on

their website. These are excellent for the price and as long as they aren't left around for my

daughter to grab and bend them, they'll last us a good while.

We ordered these to replace a set that our two-year old has been rough with. We bought these



specifically because the cards shown in the photo are the same exact ones we have. We received a

very similar set from the same brand, but they are not the same.

I have other flash card brands, and I like these the least. They aren't as sturdy and tough...meaning

my toddlers can easily bend and warp them. Would not order again.

I bought this for use with advance alzheimers patients to use as a mental stimulation activity. The

cards are of the thickness of a good set of playing cards. The letters and pictures are a good size

regardless of who you are doing the activity with. I especially like the fact that none of the pictures or

alphabet cards have the answer on them. So many cards I've looked at had the name of the item

underneath the picture. If the person can read, well it defeats the purpose. When I found these I was

extremely happy!

Excellent all around flash cards. My son has learned much from these cards. They're easy to read

and easy for him to hold.Pros:No frilly designs--Just the letter, corresponding object, and name of

said object.Objects are well painted and thought out.Helps toddler with learning new words and

learning the alphabet!Sturdy cardsCons:Need to find a way to keep them from ending up

everywhere.....Overall:A great buy, one I'll happily make again if need be.

I purchased these alphabet flashcards for my 20 month old grandson who has some slight learning

delays. I purchased 2 packs so that we could play matching games with them, as well as

identification and speaking the words of the fun, colorful pictures, and the upper and lower case

letters. The cards are more durable than I imagined they would be, as they have been crumpled by

little hands and chewed on by a little mouth. We have a lot of fun with these.

These are just perfect for practicing the abcs with my son! We also turned it into a matching game,

can match a picture to the letter it starts with or the uppercase to the lowercase. I have him spell his

name or small words with them. There really is alot of possibilities of things you can do with these

cards! They where cheap fast shipping im very happy with this prodcut.

My daughter was behind in school on learning her letters.. shes the youngest in class. So we got

these to work with her at home on. She loved the game( And the attention) and soon was doing the

flash cards herself! she caught back up to the other kids in 4K an now is moving on to reading.
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